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Abstract
Introduction: The aim of this study was to evaluate the clinical efficacy of allergen-specific nasal immunotherapy (LNIT) by observing the 
improvement in the patient’s quality of life, and the side effects of this route of immunotherapy. 

Methods: From a cohort of 2687 patients with perennial rhinitis treated at the Clinical and Experimental Immunology Service-Hospital 
Geral-Santa Casa da Misericórdia do Rio de Janeiro for 5 years, a total of one hundred thirty six patients positive in the prick test for 
Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus (Dp) and Dermatophagoides farinae (Df), were divided into two groups of cases (n=108) and controls 
(n=28) undergoing or not LNIT, both submitted to the same type of control treatment for the same amount of time. Both groups were classified 
into mild, moderate and severe rhinitis. Quality of life was assessed based on a questionnaire for Rhinoconjunctivitis, carried out at each visit, 
with a rating from 0 to 6 according to the increasing degree of difficulty in performing common tasks or nasal, ocular or other symptoms.

Results: No systemic side effects or bronchospasms were observed in the cases. Both patients and controls with moderate and severe rhinitis 
had quality of life grades 3 and 4; 5 and 6 respectively, before immunotherapy. Comparison of cases with controls during the controller 
medication phase associated with nasal immunotherapy (cases) showed an improvement in quality of life for both (Grades: 0-2, after 5 weeks). 
Full use of the controller medication was 15 weeks followed by more eighteen weeks with half doses. Patients under LNIT, when the control 
medication was withdrawn after the sixth series of nasal immunotherapy, maintained the improvement in quality of life with grades of 0-1, 
not requiring regular and frequent use of symptomatic therapy. Until the final evaluation time, three years and two months, the patients who 
remained until the end of the immunotherapy regimen (n=89) did not present or significantly reduced the need for control medication, remaining 
with a degree of quality of life: Degree: 0 and 1.The controls, in the period of 33 weeks of return for consultations, with the withdrawal of the 
controller medication, reported that they needed the frequent use of controller medicines due to the recurrence of symptoms. The quality of life 
questionnaire showed a worsening, with grades ranging from 3 to 5, when evaluated in this phase without regular symptomatic medication.

Conclusions: The of LNIT performed with full concentrations, did not show secondary reactions with risks to patients and that the effect 
of inducing tolerance to the antigens of Dermatophagoides sp. was achieved, based on the observation of the decrease in the use of control 
medications for signs and symptoms and mainly by the improvement in the patients’ quality of life.
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Introduction 
Allergic rhinitis (AR) is the IgE-mediated inflammatory disease that 
affects mainly the nasal mucosa.AR is usually classified according 
to etiology into Seasonal AR (SAR), induced periodically by 
airborne allergens, such as grass, tree or weed pollen or Perennial 
AR (PAR) in response to persistently present indoor allergens such 
as house dust mite (HDM), the major source of aeroallergens for 
patients with AR, animal dander, insects according to severity, 
assessed by frequency and intensity of symptoms into severe AR, 
moderate AR, and mild AR [1-3]. AR is a highly prevalent disease 
and can also be considered the most common type of respiratory 
disease affecting 40% of population worldwide with an increasing 
prevalence [4,5]. In Brazil, it affects around ¼ of the population 
[6].

The treatment of AR is based in a pharmacotherapy that include 
antihistamines and local corticosteroids as the first line that 
are normally effective for controlling symptoms and suppress 
inflammation [7,8]. However, in cases of uncontrolled symptoms 
despite of medication and allergen avoidance allergen-specific 
immunotherapy (AIT), is indicated [9-11]. AIT, a personalized 
treatment approach for the allergic airway disease is associated 
with a reduction of symptoms, a reduction in the use of rescue 
medications, improvement of quality of life and allergen-specific 
immune tolerance [12-18].

Still today, in spite of AIT effectiveness, a lot of discussion about 
some critical points such as the duration of the whole therapy, 
the time of remission after discharge, the use of one or multiple 
allergens, the ideal amount of protein in the antigens preparation, 
the administration routes, the percentage of efficacy and safety, 
the ways of using immunotherapy and its limitations still 
remain [11]. It is of interest to achieve and standardize allergen 
preparations, with ideal concentration of proteins, and the most 
suitable administration route, with less local or systemic adverse 
reactions, that allow patients to more easily adhere to treatment. 
The objective of AIT is an allergen-specific immunomodulation, 
leading to a specific tolerance, through the control of Th2CD4+ 
lymphocytes; inducers of IgE production and inflammatory 
substances in allergic-atopic individuals mainly through induction 
of various functional regulatory cells such as regulatory T cells 
(Tregs), follicular T cells (Tfr), B cells (Bregs), dendritic cells 
(DCregs), innate lymphoid cells (IL-10+ ILCs), and natural killer 
cells (NKregs) [19].

Use of AIT involves administration of repeated high-doses of 
allergens for at least 3 years to confer clinical benefits. The 
administration of allergens for AIT can be done by different 
injectable (subcutaneous (SCIT), until recently, used as the standard 
administration route for AIT, except for the rush protocol where 
increase of the risk of anaphylaxis was observed, epicutaneous, or 
non-injectable (sublingual (SLIT), ORAL (OIT), bronchial (LBIT) 
and nasal (LNIT) routes [10, 20-22]. Being SCIT and SLIT the 
most commonly used routes in spite of their differences, indirect 
comparisons are made and the results are diverging depending 

on the study design, patients, schedules, and other aspects. For 
example, SCIT showed to be effective for children and adults with 
AR. Comparisons using Meta-analysis methodology revealed both 
to be effective for SAR but not for PAR with HDM where only 
SICT confirmed the efficacy [23]. Regarding safety SLIT showed 
to be safer than SCIT alternative [24].

In this context, other options of alternative non injection AIT route, 
has become available. The Local Nasal Immunotherapy (LNIT), 
conceived by Dunbar in 1913 and investigated since the 1970s 
by researchers from United States and later in Italy, proved to be 
effective in desensitizing children with symptoms of rhinitis and 
reducing medication consumption, as well as decreasing allergen-
specific nasal reactivity after 18 months of immunotherapy 
without significant side effects, but with local adverse events 
[25,26]. Today, several advances are being considered including 
new intranasal delivery systems that overcome limitations mainly 
of difficulties in dosing and local adverse events. 

It is interesting that, since the nasal route is easily accessible, 
the study of eosinophilic cell dynamics and the local presence 
of specific IgE, IgG4 antibodies could be performed without 
difficulties, being also evaluators of the immunotherapy efficacy. 
These parameters, associated with the improvement or worsening 
of the patients’ quality of life, would provide data to guide the 
ideal concentrations of allergens introduced into the nasal mucosa, 
evaluating, in this case, the presence or absence of the specific 
IgE that triggers the allergic mechanisms in the nasal mucosa 
[27]. Together, important information would be provided, in 
a non-invasive, easy-to-perform way, both to find the ideal 
immunotherapy concentrations for each patient, to avoid inducing 
risks to patients undergoing treatment, and to evaluate the clinical 
efficacy of nasal allergen immunotherapy considering that it 
is well known that Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus (Dp) and 
Dermatophagoides farinae are among the most frequent house 
dust mites clinically important and able to sensitize patients [28-
31].

The objective of this study was to evaluate the clinical efficacy 
of allergen-specific nasal immunotherapy (LNIT) for AR induced 
by Dermatophagoides sp. (Der p and Der f) by observing the 
improvement in the patient’s quality of life, the reduction of AR 
symptoms and control medication requirements, the side effects 
and its safety with full concentrations of allergens.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Patients Selection
This is an open interventionist study. The patients enrolled in this 
study originally belong to a cohort of 2687 patients with perennial 
Allergic rhinitis (AR) treated at the Clinical and Experimental 
Immunology Service-Hospital Geral-Santa Casa da Misericórdia 
do Rio de Janeiro for 5 years. Eligibility and enrollment were 
based in the inclusion, (perennial rhinitis and single positive skin 
prick test responses only to Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus 
(Dp) and Dermatophagoides farinae (Df) and exclusion criteria, 
(patients with severe systemic diseases, such as diabetes mellitus 
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and hypertension, or using any medication capable of affecting 
sensitivity to the allergen). A total of 136 subjects comprising 
65 male and 71 females were selected and enrolled after signing 
an informed consent. Patients responded to a standard clinical 
questionnaire and were divided into two groups being cases, 
undergoing LNIT (n=108) and controls, not undergoing LNIT 
(n=28). Controls were patients removed from this total who, for 
personal reasons, did not wish to undergo immunotherapy. Both 
groups were submitted to the same type of control treatment for 
the same amount of time and were classified into mild, moderate 
and severe AR. The effects of interventions on Health-Related 
Quality of Life (HRQOL) of patients was assessed according to 
the validated questionnaire carried out at each visit, with a rating 
ranging from 0 to 6 according to the increasing degree of difficulty 
in performing common tasks or nasal, ocular or other symptoms 
[32-34].

Allergen Preparation and Skin Prick Test
The allergen concentrate was produced by Alk-Abello A/S 
Horsholm, Denmark, with 130 µg/mL of Dermatophagoides 
pteronyssinus (Der p) and 140 µg/mL of  Dermatophagoides  farinae 
(Der f). With effective therapeutic dose ranging from 7 to 15 µg per 
month, during the maintenance period. The tests were performed 
by puncture with reading after 15 mm, in the 1/10 dilution, weight/
volume, of the concentrate. The positive test pattern: histamine 
1mg/mL and the negative test pattern: 50% glycerin phenolic saline 
solution was used. A positive result, representing IgE sensitization, 
is a papule diameter that is 3 mm larger than the diameter of the 
negative pattern. Routine international protocol conduct.

All research subjects, patients and controls were placed without 
nasal medication for thirty days prior to the start of work. They 
were followed up and only used oral antiallergic medication when 
necessary.

Sensitization-LNIT Conduction
The method used was the intranasal application of the allergen, 
by spray of 0.1cc per jet diluted from the concentrate for different 
periods depending on the series. Two evaluators measured the 
amount expelled by the spray bottle separately.

The whole protocol involved 19 series of sensitizations with 
different concentrations of the allergen as described in detail in 
figure 1. The medication to control symptoms, also administered 
locally, was fluticasone 50 μg, 2 sprays in each nostril, once a day 
and azelastine 0.14 mg, 1 spray in each nostril twice a day. The 
full dose of these medications was for 15 weeks, considered First 
Phase, stage 1a, and then reduced to half for another 18 weeks; 
First Phase, stage 1b. After the two stages from phase I. For the 
second phase of LNIT lasted from 7th to 13th series controlling 
drugs were removed and only used if necessary. In this phase, 
only the specific allergen Nasal Immunotherapy was used under 
environmental control rules.

Clinical and quality of life assessments were performed at each 
new consultation, initially every five weeks until reaching a return 
every four months, all times with concentration of immunotherapy. 
During the first consultation and the other clinical evaluations, 
quality of life questionnaires were performed.

The Third Phase of the LNIT, considered the Maintenance and 
Reinforcement phase, consisted of six more series of the specific 
allergen. The total treatment lasted 38 months as recommended by 
the American Academy of Allergy Asthma & Immunopathology.

Figure 1: LNIT scheme used in the study.

Results
The clinical and demographic characterizations of the research 
subjects by group are described in table 1. Both (cases and 
controls) were clinically classified as having mild, moderate or 
severe rhinitis before AIT.

https://www.medclinrese.org/
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Table 1: Classification of cases and controls according to the severity of the disease.

Cases (n=108) Controls (n=28)
Males 54 11
Moderate Rhinitis 44 6
Quality of  Life 3 - 4 3 - 4
Severe Rhinitis 10 5
Quality of Life 5-6 5-6
Females 54 17
Moderate Rhinitis 38 10
Quality of Life 3-4 3-4
Severe Rhinitis 16 7
Quality of  Life 5-6 5-6

No systemic side effects or bronchospasms were observed 
in the cases during or after AIT. Five patients had mild nasal 
symptoms and signs, effectively when the vial was changed 
for a higher concentration, being controlled with the use of 
systemic antihistamines. The symptoms disappeared quickly as 
the immunotherapy continued; there was no need to discontinue 
it. Both, patients and controls with moderate and severe rhinitis 
had quality of life grades 3 and 4; 5 and 6 respectively, before 
immunotherapy. Comparison of cases with controls during the 
controller medication phase associated with nasal immunotherapy 
(cases) showed an improvement in quality of life for both (Grades: 
0-2, after 5 weeks). Full use of the controller medication was for 
15 weeks followed by more 18 weeks with half doses.

Patients under LNIT, when the control medication was withdrawn 
after the sixth series, maintained the improvement symptoms, 
without rhinorrhea, stuffiness, sneezing and nasal itching, that is, 
in response to the quality of life questionnaire they ranged from 
Grade 0 to 1, not requiring regular and frequent use of symptomatic 
therapy.

Eight patients showed signs and symptoms when they were 
subjected to extreme contact with house dust mites, or those who 
started using feather/down pillows, despite being instructed to use 
polyester pillows with replacement every three months.

Finally, until the final evaluation time, three years and two months, 
the patients who remained until the end of the immunotherapy 
regimen (n=89) did not present symptoms and significantly 
reduced the need for control medication, remaining with a degree 
of quality of life ranging from 0 to 1. The controls, in the period 
of 33 weeks of return for consultations, with the withdrawal of 
the controller medication, reported that they needed the frequent 
use of controller medicines due to the recurrence of symptoms. 
The quality of life questionnaire showed a worsening, with grades 
ranging from 3 to 5, when evaluated in this phase without regular 
symptomatic medication. 

Discussion 
The universe of immunotherapy is wide and controversial, not 

only because of possible adverse effects, especially the systemic 
ones, but because of doubts about clinical efficacy. The treatment 
time is long, an average of three years, and the classic introduction 
is injectable, reducing the patient’s adherence to the treatment, and 
therefore, the search for other routes is essential.

Although the effectiveness of AIT for AR has been shown, 
assessing this effectiveness over the years has not been a simple 
task [35]. Several studies have already been carried out in different 
populations as well as numerous meta-analyses, but the number 
of parameters involved and problems such as ethnic heterogeneity 
of the populations studied, the different allergen products and 
protocols used, and the clinical outcomes used to document efficacy 
and safety makes this analysis difficult, which ends up being 
done separately. However, although with variable effectiveness, 
depending on the different factors, such as administration routes, 
allergen preparation, treatment duration, etc, AIT has been shown 
to be useful after administration for 3 to 4 years not only for 
patients with seasonal rhinitis but also in perennial allergy caused 
by house dust mites [26, 36-44]. 

In this study, we specifically evaluated the clinical efficacy of 
specific local allergen nasal immunotherapy, used in the routine of 
the Immunology and Allergy Clinical and Experimental Service of 
Santa Casa de Misericórdia do Rio de Janeiro in patients with AR 
by comparing it with patients who did not use it.

The nasal mucosa is considered to be the entry point for numerous 
pathogens and since a large number of lymphoid organs are 
located in this area, LNIT has been considered a favorable method 
to trigger immune tolerance, especially when targeting a single 
immunodominant peptide from an allergen [45]. Furthermore, 
LNIT is less invasive than injection immunotherapy, with fewer 
systemic reactions, presents the convenience of the route of 
introduction and, for this reason, could result in greater adherence 
to the treatment in any age, as well as offering a lower risk of adverse 
reactions to the patient when compared to the subcutaneous route.
It is of interest that, as the nasal route is easily accessible, the 
study of eosinophilic cell dynamics, the local presence of specific 
antibodies IgE, IgG4 could be carried out without difficulties, 
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being evaluators of the effectiveness of immunotherapy. These 
parameters, associated with the improvement or worsening of the 
patients’ quality of life, would provide data that would guide the 
ideal concentrations of allergens introduced into the nasal mucosa, 
assessing, in this case, the presence or absence of specific IgE 
that trigger allergic mechanisms in the mucosa nasal. Together, 
important information can be provided, in a non-invasive way, 
both for determining the ideal immunotherapy concentrations 
in a personalized way for each patient, avoiding risks, and for 
evaluating the clinical efficacy of LNIT.

Our results corroborate the recently data from the literature 
evaluating the LNIT for AR. In a systematic review and Meta 
analysis a pooled data collected from a total of 20 studies 
involving almost 700 patients. Results obtained from these pooled 
data clearly demonstrate the immunological efficacy and safety of 
LNIT for AR was demonstrated by the observation of improvement 
in the presentation of clinical symptoms and reduction in the use of 
control medication [46].

In our assessment, there were also no systemic or important local 
symptoms that would prevent the use of nasal immunotherapy. The 
reason for the withdrawal of patients who did not fully perform our 
evaluation, for those we were able to contact, was the long treatment 
time, about three (3) years. This time was chosen to follow the 
international consensus [18, 47-49]. Data from the literature on 
LNIT using aqueous extracts have shown that symptoms of rhinitis 
appear with high doses whereas low doses are well tolerated but 
lack of clinical efficacy [26, 50, 51]. In our study we used the 
maximum possible concentration of the antigen, starting daily and 
finally weekly, with gradual concentrations, the final dose being 
around 8.9 µg/month, based on what is recommended by the 
producer for subcutaneous immunotherapy (ALK-Abello) without 
causing side effects, therefore, as international Immunotherapy 
protocols seek to use the most concentrated monthly doses 
possible, without inducing side effects, we could conclude that we 
have achieved this important objective [50-53]. Suboptimal doses 
are considered clinically ineffective, that is, they would not induce 
tolerance.

The clinical efficacy of this study was proven mainly when 
compared to the control group, during the moment of withdrawal 
of controller medications, the controls, who did not use 
immunotherapy, showed a return of symptoms, while the patients, 
who underwent immunotherapy, when using only of nasal 
immunotherapy, remained without control medication or had it 
rarely, remaining in Grade: 0 and 1 of quality of life. Controls 
returned to grades 3, 4 and 5.

Studies carried out in adults allergic to Dermatophagoides report 
clinical improvement in patients after six months of therapy [38]. 
In our evaluation, rhinitis symptoms were significantly reduced 
after 8 months and remained so until the end of the monotherapy - 
the nasal local allergen specific immunotherapy, for 3 years.

Conclusion
The present work shows that the results of LNIT performed with 
full allergen concentrations, did not show secondary reactions with 
risks to patients and that the effect of inducing tolerance to the 
antigens of Dermatophagoides sp. would have been achieved, based 
on the observation of the decrease in the use of control medications 
for signs and symptoms and mainly by the improvement in the 
patients’ quality of life. Several studies are assessing this route for 
AIT and the conclusions are that the nasal mucosa has the capacity 
to absorb allergenic molecules, which remain antigenically active 
in the bloodstream [26, 54]. As bronchospasm was not induced at 
any time, the assessment of LNIT in patients with allergic asthma 
may represent an innovative and promising study for this type of 
disease.
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